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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Security  is  a major  concern  when  service  environments  are  implemented.  This  has  led  to  the  proposal  of  a
variety of  specifications  and  proposals  based  on soft  computing  methods  to  provide  the  necessary  security
for these  environments.  However,  most  proposed  approaches  focus  only on ensuring  confidentiality  and
integrity,  without  putting  forward  mechanisms  that  ensure  the  availability  of services  and  resources
offered.  A  considerable  number  of  attack  mechanisms  can  lead  to a web  service  system  crash.  As  a  result,
the  web  service  cannot  allow  access  to authorized  users.  This  type  of attack  is a  so-called  denial  of
service  attack  (DoS)  which  affects  the  availability  of  the  services  and  recourses  available.  This  article
presents  a novel  soft  computing-based  approach  to cope  with  DoS  attacks,  but unlike  existing  solutions,
our  proposal  takes  into  account  the  different  soft  computing  mechanisms  that  can  lead  to  a DoS  attack.
Our  approach  is  based  on  a real  time  classifier  agent  that incorporates  a  mixture  of experts  to choose  a
specific  classification  technique  depending  on  the  feature  of  the  attack  and  the  time  available  to  solve
the classification.  With  this  scheme  it is  possible  to divide  the  problem  into  subproblems,  solving  the
classification  of  the  web  service  requests  in a more  simple  and  effective  way  and  always  within  a time
bound  interval.  This  research  presents  a case  study  to evaluate  the  effectiveness  of the  approach  and  also
presents  the preliminary  results  obtained  with  an  initial  prototype.

©  2010  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Confidentiality, integrity and availability are the main objectives
of any information security model [1].  With specific regard to avail-
ability, the aim is to guarantee that the information, services and
available resources are accessible to authorized users [2].  One of the
priorities of web services is to guarantee the availability of services
and resources. However, all of the specifications that have been pro-
posed for providing security within web services (WS-Security [3],
WS-SecurityPolicy [4],  WS-Trust [5],  WS-SecureConversation [6],
etc.) only consider the integrity and confidentiality of messages [7]
without much consideration for availability.

One of the increasingly common threats within web service
environments and one that jeopardizes the availability factor are
denial of service (DoS) [7–10]. This type of attack exploits vul-
nerable points within the standard components supporting the
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technology. There are several initiatives within this field: [7,11–18].
However, the main common disadvantage that each of these
approaches has is their low capacity to adapt themselves to changes
in the patterns. This reduces the effectiveness of these methods
when slight variations in the behaviors of known attacks occur
or when new attacks appear. Furthermore, most of the existing
approaches are based on a centralized perspective. Because of this
and the focus on performance aspects, centralized approaches can
cause a bottleneck when security is broken, meaning a reduction of
the overall performance of the application. Finally, none of these
approaches consider the limitations or restrictions in response
time.

Response time is a critical aspect in the majority of Internet secu-
rity systems. With soft-computing systems requiring a response to
be given before a specific deadline, as determined by the system
needs, it is essential that the execution time for each of the tasks
carried out by the soft-computing system is predictable and capable
of guaranteeing correct execution within the time needed for the
given response. For example, if a service request must be resolved
within a specific time, the actual security analysis and execution
of the service should not, in the worst case, exceed the deter-
mined time. For this reason it is necessary that the response times
for analysis, as well as service execution time, are appropriately
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temporal bounded. Furthermore, the agent providing the service
and the agent performing the security analysis must both have the
necessary mechanisms for executing tasks in a predictable frame-
work, that is, the agent must be prepared for its execution in a real
time environment. An agent of this kind must accomplish its goals,
responsibilities and tasks with the additional difficulty of tempo-
ral restrictions. Thus, a real-time agent can be defined as an agent
with temporal restrictions in at least one of its responsibilities. A
real-time agent may  have its interactions bounded; a modification
that will affect all the communication processes in the multi-agent
system where the real-time agent is located. Some examples of real
time agents are: The ARTIS agent specifically designed to develop
Real-Time Systems [19], The ObjectAgent Architecture developed
by Princeton Satellites in 2001 [20] and time-aware agents pro-
posed by Prouskas and Pitt in 2002 [21].

This study presents a new agent model with a novel perspec-
tive for analyzing and classifying different DoS attack mechanisms.
One of the primary characteristics of the proposed agent is its abil-
ity to make decisions in real time, making it unique in its conception
within the study of DoS attacks. The internal structure of the agent
is based on the case-based reasoning (CBR) model, with the main
difference being that the different CBR phases are time-bounded,
thus enabling its use in real time. CBR can be very suitable for
the application in agent reasoning, where similar problems should
have similar solutions. However, few of the existing approaches
cope with the problem of applying CBR as deliberative engine for
agents in MAS  with real-time constraints. Some related examples
are [22,23] where the CBR phases are faster and more dynamic,
allowing for tasks to be carried out quickly. However, in real-time
multi-agent systems this concept also implies that deadlines are
met  on time. Therefore, our CBR approach includes a reasoning
cycle that copes with temporal restrictions.

Additionally, the adaptation phase in the CBR system integrated
in the agent proposes a new analysis classification model that is
carried out by a mixture of experts. This new model makes it possi-
ble to divide complicated classification tasks into a series of simple
subtasks, so that the fusion of solutions given by the sub-tasks gen-
erates the final solution. The concept of a mixture of experts was
first proposed by [24]. It involves a system that contains a series
of input data that is distributed over a set of expert classifiers.
Depending on the time available for performing classification, a set
of experts is selected to perform the different analyses. The experts
are selected with a multiple method model [25]. Finally the differ-
ent selected experts generate the predictions and the outputs are
fused to generate a new unique result [26].

The agent proposed in this paper aims to deal with DoS attacks
in web service environments in a time-bound process. This work is
based in our previous research in SQL injection attacks [27,28] in
which we developed a SQLMAS multi-agent architecture. The agent
model presented is incorporated into the SQLMAS architecture in
order to improve the general functioning of the architecture and
incorporates real time capabilities and a new classification mech-
anism based on a mixture of experts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the problem that has prompted most of this research work. Sec-
tion 3 shows a general view of the temporal bounded CBR used
as deliberative mechanism in the classifier agent. Section 4 is a
detailed explanation of the classification model designed. Section 5
describes a set of tests to evaluate our proposal. Finally, the results
and conclusion are presented in Section 6.

2. Description of web  service security problem

Recently the availability of web services has been threatened
by a well known and studied type of attack known as denial of

service (DoS) [7,9,10]. This type of attack is generally directed
at a particular victim and is fully realized when it manages to
deplete the resources within the server (CPU cycles, RAM) fol-
lowing a high number of requests made within a short period of
time [29]. This type of attack results in the interruption of server
access by authorized users. Furthermore, when the problem of DoS
attacks is produced in a web  services environment, the risk of one
of these attacks being carried out increases considerably. Taking
into account the fact that web  services are grounded in a series of
known standards [30–32],  including HTTP, which is the most com-
mon  means of transporting messages, and XML  standard, which
is the most commonly used for message coding, we find that the
number of vulnerable points increases due to the inherent flexi-
bility of standards and their open nature, which allows for various
techniques or attack mechanisms to be carried out.

DoS attack mechanisms at web services level generally take
advantage of the costly process that may  be associated with certain
types of requests. A detailed study with a list of possible web ser-
vice attacks was  presented by [33], and includes attack mechanisms
that can affect the availability of web  services. Table 1 presents the
DoS attack mechanisms analyzed within this study, referencing the
previous work of Moradian and Håkansson [33].

In addition to dealing with DoS attacks within web  services that
evaluate the different possible mechanisms at a granular level, the
proposal put forth in this study places great importance on identi-
fying the component within the objective of the web service attack.
A DoS attack mechanism can affect the availability of web  services
to a greater or lesser degree depending on the complexity of the
mechanism used and the target component of the attack. One sim-
ple example would be to imagine a type of attack in which the
parser component is blocked during a period of time. It is probable
that the parser component could be activated within minutes of the
attack. However if instead of the attack reaching the parser com-
ponent, it were to reach the database component, it could affect
its integrity, clearly resulting in much more serious consequences.
The attack would seriously impact the availability of data and actual
web service for a much longer period of time. By taking into con-
sideration which component the attack is targeting, it would be
possible to extract the relevant information, allowing us to iden-
tify hidden vulnerabilities within the web service components and
increase ability to make the decisions required for dealing with a
real attack.

Finally, it is important to understand that the focus of our pro-
posal centers on the classification of web service requests through
SOAP messages. This classification will be carried out by a classi-
fier agent that performs classification based on the data extracted
from the structure and content of the messages. The classifier agent
could be in charge of analyzing the DoS attack mechanisms (Replay
attacks, XDoS attacks), basing the detection of an attack on the
analysis of the behavior of traffic directed at the server where the
web services are located. However, in our proposal that task would
be delegated to a second agent, whose job is to free the classifier
agent of that responsibility. This second agent would work along-
side the classifier agent to detect different DoS attack mechanisms,
forming part of an architecture that is being developed. The fol-
lowing section reviews the most relevant points associated with
the subject.

Bebawy et al. propose the “Nedgty” tool [11], which is based on a
web service firewall model. The targeted optimal operating system
for Nedgty is the Linux OS. Nedgty secures web services by applying
business specific rules in a centralized manner. It works at applica-
tion level as a stand-alone application and its design is a hybrid of
a fully fledged proxy. This solution secures web  services by inter-
cepting packets going to the server, determining the specific web
service packets, and checking them for any malicious content. In
addition, it filters out unauthorized requests that originate from
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Table  1
Types and targets of attacks including level of damage.

Attack mechanism Description Objective component Damage level

Evaluating content
and structure of
SOAP messages

Recursive Payloads A message written in XML  can harbor as many elements as
required, complicating the structure to the point of
overloading the parser requiring a high amount of memory
and processing resources

Parser Low

Oversize payloads When executed, it reduces or eliminates the availability of a
web service while the CPU, memory or bandwidth are being
tied up by a massive mailing with a large payload

Parser Low

Schema poisoning An attacker compromises XML  Schema and replaces it with
similar, but modified one

Parser Low

Buffer overflow This attack targets the SOAP engine through the web server. An
attacker sends more input than the program can handle, which
can cause the service to crash

Web  service application Low

XML  injection Any element that is maliciously added to the XML  structure of
the  message can reach and even block the actual Web  service
application

Web  service application Low

SQL  injection An attacker inserts and executes malicious SQL statements
into XML

Database High

Xpath injection An attacker forms SQL-like queries on an XML  document using
Xpath to extract an XML  database

XML database High

Evaluating
traffic

Replay attacks To overload web service an attacker steals messages and sends
them repeatedly

Parser/web
service
application

Low

XML  denial of service attack An attacker trying to prevent legitimate users from accessing a
service by flooding the service with thousands of requests

Low

unauthorized IP addresses. A XML  Firewall is proposed by [13]. The
architecture of the XML  Firewall is divided into three modules: Core
engine, Administrative Interface, and database. The Core engine is
the main component that processes and handles SOAP messages.
Messages that are sent to a web service are intercepted and parsed
to check the validity and authenticity of content. If the content of
the messages does not conform to the policies that have been set,
the messages will be dropped by the firewall. Three successfully
implemented filtering policies, message size filtering, syntax pars-
ing, and XML  Schema validation, have been tested with valid and
invalid SOAP messages. Gruschka et al. [7] propose an application
level gateway system “Checkway”. They focus on a full grammat-
ical validation of messages by Checkway before forwarding them
to the server. To do this, they consider that web service messages
are XML  documents, which are usually defined by an XML  Schema
and written in XML  Schema definition language, a grammar lan-
guage for XML. Checkway generates an XML  Schema from a web
service description and validates all web service messages against
this schema. The approach presents a centralized model oriented
to detect specific types of attacks inside web services. An adaptive
framework for the prevention and detection of intrusions was  pre-
sented in [15]. Based on a hybrid approach that combines agents,
data mining and diffused logic, it is designed to filter attacks that
are either new or already known. Agents that act as sensors are
used to detect violations to the normal profile using data min-
ing techniques such as clustering, association rules and sequential
association rules. The anomalies are then further analyzed using
fuzzy logic to determine genuine attacks so as to reduce false
alarms. If an attack is being detected, a specific component will act
to prevent the attack from happening. Sidharth and Liu [34] propose
an Integrated Application and Protocol-based Framework to tackle
existing WS-Security problems. The proposed IAPF techniques are
targeted to be part of the design and implementation structure of a
web service. In the IAPF approach, the first step involves providing
protection against vulnerabilities in the UDDI protocol. The sec-
ond step involves protecting vulnerabilities in the WSDL protocol.
In the third step, comprehensive protections are built using tech-
niques such as WS-Security to protect vulnerabilities in the SOAP
protocol for end to end communication between two  entities. In the
fourth step, protection mechanisms are built to protect SOAP web
services that need to be exposed openly to third party consumers.
The IAPF approach has been presented as a theoretical proposal.

An approach to handling DoS attacks using a twofold mechanism
is presented by [16]. First, an admission control is performed to
limit the number of concurrent clients served by the online ser-
vice. Admission control is based on hiding ports, which renders
online service invisible to unauthorized clients by hiding the port
number on which the service accepts incoming requests. Second,
a congestion control is performed on admitted clients to allocate
more resources to good clients. Congestion control is achieved
by adaptively setting a client’s priority level in response to the
client’s requests in a way  that can incorporate application-level
semantics. Experiments show that the techniques incur low perfor-
mance overhead. In addition, the proposed techniques can be easily
deployed in existing web/application servers. An approach to coun-
tering DDoS and XDoS attacks against web services is presented by
[17]. The system requests message authentication and validation
before the requests are processed by the web service providers.
The scheme has two modes: normal mode and the under-attack
mode. A component called “operations provider” decides which
mode the system works in. In the under-attack mode, the service
requests need to be authenticated and validated before being pro-
cessed. Since the system is constructed from web  services, it can be
formed and reconfigured easily. Finally, a recent solution proposed
by [18] presents a Service Oriented Traceback Architecture (SOTA)
to cooperate with a filter defense system, called XDetector. XDe-
tector is a Back Propagation Neural Network trained to detect and
filter XDoS attack messages. SOTA is a traceback system based on
web services and able to trace back to the source of the malicious
message. Once an attack has been discovered and the attacker’s
identity known, XDetector can filter out the attack messages.

The approach provided in our study exceeds those of previous
soft computing-based studies with regards to the following char-
acteristics:

• Time response: our focus makes it possible to perform a real time
analysis, which guarantees a response within the time restric-
tions that are associated with the service request. None of the
previously mentioned studies give much attention to this factor,
which may  affect the quality of the web  service.

• Adaptive ability: our approach includes different types of intel-
ligent agents designed to learn and adapt to changes in attack
patterns as well as new attacks. This includes a temporally bound
CBR engine and a mechanism known as a mixture of experts that
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can assign the most appropriate techniques for identifying the
type of attack.

• Scalability: our approach is capable of growing (by means of the
instantiation of new agents) according to the needs of its envi-
ronment.

In addition to these capabilities, once our classifier agent is inte-
grated into a multi-agent architecture, as expected, we will obtain
new advantages such as:

• Distributed approach: our classifier agent will be integrated into
a multi-agent architecture that can execute tasks derived from
the classification process in a distributed way.

• Balancing the workload: the use of a multi-agent architecture
with a distributed hierarchy makes it possible to distribute the
classification task load throughout the various layers of the hier-
archical architecture.

• Tolerance for failure: the hierarchical design used in the multi-
agent architecture can facilitate error recovery through the
instantiation of new agents.

• Ubiquity: once the classifier agent has been integrated within
the multi-agent architecture, it will be capable of providing an
ubiquitous alert mechanism to notify security personnel in the
event of an attack.

Our proposal provides a much more efficient classification
once the system acquires experience, and a reasonably low time
bounded response. The architecture proposed presents novel char-
acteristics that have not been considered in previous approaches.
The next section presents the real time agent model used to imple-
ment the classifier agent.

3. Real time agent and case-based reasoning (CBR)

This section presents the new model of real time agents with
advanced reasoning capabilities. The agent combines learning and
adaptation capabilities in order to provide a case-based reasoning
system capable of being executed under time bounded restrictions
that occur in real time scenarios.

A real time agent is one that is able to support tasks that should
be performed within a restricted period of time [35]. This char-
acteristic justifies its use in real time systems. In this type of
environment, the validity of the solution is determined not only
by its correct execution, but by its ability to be carried out within
the allotted time frame [36].

The main problem in the architecture of a real time agent (RTA)
is with the deliberation process. This process may  use Artificial
Intelligence (AI) techniques as problem-solving methods to com-
pute more intelligent actions. If this is the case, it is difficult to
know the time required, because it can either be unbounded or
have a high variability. If the agent has to operate in a real-time
environment, the agent complexity required to achieve any or
all of these features is greatly increased. Thus a RTA requires an
efficient integration of high-level, deliberative processes within
reactive processes. When using AI methods, it is necessary to pro-
vide techniques that allow their response times to be bounded.
These techniques are mainly based on well-known Real-Time Arti-
ficial Intelligence System (RTAIS) techniques [37,38].

Therefore, it would be interesting to integrate complex delib-
erative processes for decision-making in real-time agents and to
do so in a simple and efficient way. Some of the most important
features of agents are their ability to work autonomously, to adapt
to the environment, to reason, to learn, to predict the future effect
of the performed actions, and to predict the future behavior of the
environment. Intelligent agents may  use a lot of reasoning mecha-

nisms to achieve these capabilities, including planning techniques
[39] or case-based reasoning (CBR) techniques [40].

There are many CBR applications to control at least some aspects
of the deliberative process of agents in a MAS  developed for spe-
cific purposes [40]. The main assumption in CBR is that similar
problems have similar solutions. Therefore, when a CBR system has
to solve a new problem, it retrieves precedents from its case-base
and adapts their solutions to fit the current situation. This reason-
ing methodology greatly resembles the way people reason about
their experiences. CBR can thus be very suitably applied in agent
reasoning, where similar problems should have similar solutions.
However, few of the existing approaches cope with the problem
of applying CBR as a deliberative engine for agents in MAS  with
real-time constraints. If we want to use CBR techniques as a reason-
ing mechanism in real-time agents, it is necessary to adapt these
techniques to be executed so that they guarantee real-time con-
straints. In real-time environments, CBR phases must be temporally
bounded to ensure that solutions are produced on time, giving the
system a case-based behavior that is time bound and deliberative.

As a first step, we  propose a modification of the classic CBR cycle,
adapting it so that it can be applied in real-time domains. First, we
group the four reasoning phases that implement the cognitive task
of the real-time agent into two stages defined as: the learning stage,
which consists of the revise and retain phases; and the deliberative
stage, which includes the retrieve and reuse phases. Each phase
will schedule its own execution time. Therefore, the designer can
choose to either assign more time to the deliberative stage, or keep
more time for the learning stage (and thus for the design agents
that are more sensitive to updates). These new CBR stages must
be designed as an anytime algorithm [41], where the process is
iterative and each iteration is time-bounded and may  improve the
final response.

In accordance with this, our time bounded CBR cycle (TB-CBR)
will operate in the following manner. To begin, the main difference
that can be observed between the classic CBR cycle and the TB-
CBR cycle is the starting phase. Recent changes in the case-base
will commonly affect the potential solution that the CBR cycle is
able to provide for a current problem. Therefore, the TB-CBR cycle
starts at the learning stage, checking if there are previous cases
waiting to be revised and possibly stored in the case-base. In our
model, the solutions provided at the end of the deliberative stage
will be stored in a solution list while a feedback about their utility
is received. When each new CBR cycle begins, this list is accessed
and while there is enough time, the learning stage of those cases
whose solution feedback has been recently received is executed. If
the list is empty, this process is omitted.

After this, the deliberative stage is executed. The retrieval algo-
rithm is used to search the case-base and retrieve a case that is
similar to the current case (i.e., the one that characterizes the prob-
lem to be solved). Each time a similar case is found, it is sent to the
reuse phase where it is transformed into a suitable solution for the
current problem using a reuse algorithm. Therefore, at the end of
each iteration of the deliberative stage, the TB-CBR method is able
to provide a solution for the problem at hand and this solution can
be improved in subsequent iterations if the deliberative stage has
enough time to perform them. Hence, the temporal cost of execut-
ing the cognitive task is greater than or equal to the sum of the
execution times of the learning and deliberative stages (1):

TcognitiveTask ≥ tlearning + tdeliberative
tlearning ≥ (trevise + tretain) × n
tdeliberative ≥ (tretrieve + trevise) × m

(1)

where tlearning and tdeliberative are the total execution time of the
learning and deliberative stages; tx is the execution time of the
phase x and n and m are the number of iterations of the learning
and deliberative stages, respectively.
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Algorithm 1. Time bounded CBR algorithm.

According to this temporal restriction, a first view of the TB-
CBR algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 1. This algorithm can
be launched when the real-time agent considers it appropriate
and there is enough time for it to be executed. The real-time
agent indicates to the TB-CBR the maximum time (tmax, where
tmax ≥ tcognitiveTask) that is available to complete its execution cycle.
The time tmax must be divided between the learning and the
deliberative stages to guarantee the execution of each stage. The
timeManager (tmax) function is in charge of completing this task.
Using this function the designer must specify how the real-time
agent acts in the environment. The designer can assign more time
to the learning stage if it desires a real-time agent with a greater
capacity to learn. Otherwise, the function can allocate more time
to the deliberation stage. Regardless of the type of agent, the time-
Manager function should allow sufficient time for the deliberative
stage to ensure a minimal answer.

The first phase of the algorithm executes the learning stage. This
stage is executed only if the real-time agent has the solutions of
previous executions stored in the solutionQueue.  The solutions are
stored just after the end of the deliberative stage. The deliberative
stage is only launched if the real-time agent has a problem to solve
in the problemQueue. This configuration allows the agent to launch
the TB-CBR system solely in order to learn (no solution is needed
and the agent has enough time to reason about previous decisions),
to deliberate (there are no previous solutions to consider and there
is a new problem to solve) or both.

The following section presents an agent that incorporates the
TB-CBR mechanism to perform security analysis for web service
requests.

4. Improved security services by means of a real-time agent

This section presents an agent specially designed to incorpo-
rate an adaptation of the previously mentioned TB-CBR model as
a reasoning engine. The aim of the reasoning model is to obtain a

soft computing system to facilitate real time decision making in a
robust manner and low solution cost. The learning phase is elim-
inated since it is now performed by human experts. The TB-CBR
agent utilizes a global case base, which avoids any duplication of
information compiled from the cases or any information contained
in the results of the analysis. Tables 2–4 show the structure of the
cases. Table 2 shows the fields recovered from the analysis of ser-
vice request headers. Table 3 shows the fields associated with the
analysis of service requests that were obtained after the analysis
performed by the parser application.

Finally, Table 4 shows the information obtained after analyzing
the service requests.

From the information contained in these tables, it is possible to
obtain the global structure of the cases. In this way, the information
of each case can be represented by the following tuple:

c =
({

hi

i
= 1 . . . 6} ∪ { pj

j
= 1 . . . 27}  ∪ { xlm

l
= 1 . . . 6, m = 1 . . . 2

})
(2)

When the system receives a new request, the TB-CBR agent per-
forms an analysis that can determine whether it is an attack, in
which case it identifies the type of attack. The following sections
describe the different stages of the deliberative stage for the TB-
CBR model and identify the analysis and classification functions
of possible attacks on the system. These stages have been tempo-
rally bounded in order to be used in situations containing temporal
restrictions.

Table 2
Header definitions.

Fields Type Variable

IDService Int h1

Subnet mask String h2

SizeMessage Int h3

NTimeRouting Int h4

LengthSOAPAction Int h5

TFMessageSent Int h6
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Table  3
Definition of fields recovered by the parser.

Description Fields Variable

Number of header elements NumberHeaderElement (Int) p1

Number of elements in the body NElementsBody (Int) p2

Greatest value associated to the nesting elements NestingDepthElements(Int) p3

Greatest value associated to the repeated tag within the body NXMLTagRepeated (Int) p4

Greatest value associated with the leaf nodes among the declared parents NLeafNodesBody (Int) p5

Greatest value of the associated attributes among the declared elements NAttributesDeclared (Int) p6

Type of SQL command Command Type (Int) p7

Number of times that the AND operator appears in the string Number And (Int) p8

Number of times that the OR operator appears in the string Number Or (Int) p9

Number of times that the Group By function appears Number GroupBy (Int) p10

Number of times that the Order By function appears Number OrderBy (Int) p11

Number of times that the Having function appears Number Having (Int) p12

Number of Literals declared in the string Number Literals (Int) p13

Number of times that the Literal Operator Literal expression appears Number LOL(Int) p14

Length of the SQL string Length SQL String (Int) p15

Greatest value associated with the length of the string among the elements or attributes within the body LengthStringValueBody (Int) p16

Total number of incidences during the parsing process TotalNumberIncidenceParsing(Int) p17

Reference to an external entity URIExternalReference (Boolean) p18

Number of variables declared in hte Xpath expression XpathVariablesDeclared (Int) p19

Number of elements affected in the consulted node XpathNumberElementAffected(Int) p20

Number of literals declared in the XQuery Statement XpathNumberLiteralsDeclared (Int) p21

Number of times the And operator appears in the XQuery Statement XpathNumberAndOperator (Int) p22

Number of times the Or operator appears in the XQuery Statement XpathNumberOrOperator (Int) p23

Number of functions declared in the XQuery Statement XpathNumberFunctionDeclared (Int) p24

Lentgh of the XQuery Statement in a SOAP message XpathLenghtStatement (Int) p25

Cost of processing time (CPU) CPUTimeParsing (Int) p26

Cost of memory size (KB) SizeKbMemoryParser (Int) p27

Table 4
Fields stored as results.

Fields Type Variable

Probability oversize payload Real x11

Attack oversize payload Boolean x12

Probability recursive parsing Real x21

Attack recursive parsing Boolean x22

Probability buffer overflow attack Real x31

Attack buffer overflow attack Boolean x32

Probability XML  injection attack Real x41

Attack buffer overflow attack Boolean x42

Probability Xpath injection attack Real x51

Attack Xpath injection attack Boolean x52

Probability SQL injection attack Real x61

Attack SQL injection attack Boolean x62

4.1. Retrieve

In the retrieve phase, the real time agent recovers the cases that
it will use to perform classification. The time needed to recover

the different cases to be used is clearly defined and temporally
bounded. The retrieval time for the cases depends on the number of
cases in the case base. If the number is known, it is easy to predict
how much execution time will be used to recover the cases. The
asyntotic cost is linear (O(n)).

The cases that have been retrieved during this phase are selected
according to the information obtained from the headers of the pack-
ages of the HTTP/TCP-IP transport protocol from the new case. The
information retrieved corresponds to the service description fields,
and the service requestor’s subnet mask. Assuming that the newly
introduced case is represented by cn+1, the case cn+1 is defined by
the following tuple: cn+1 = ({hi/i = 1 . . . 6}). The new case does not
initially contain information related to the parser.

c·h1h2
= fs(C) =

{
cj·h1h2

∈ C

cj·h1

= cn+1·h1
∩ cj·h2

= cn+1·h2

}
(3)

where cj·h1
represents the case j and h1, a property that is deter-

mined according to the data shown in Table 2, C represents the set
of cases, and fs the retrieval function.

Table 5
Combination of techniques and the execution time associated with each.

Oversize payload Recursive parsing Buffer overflow attack XML  injection attack WCET

Light Heavy Light Heavy Light Heavy Light Heavy ms

C1
√ √ √ √

6.12E−01
C2

√ √ √ √
8.86E−01

C3
√ √ √ √

8.89E−01
C4

√ √ √ √
8.89E−01

C5
√ √ √ √

8.94E−01
C6

√ √ √ √
1.16E+00

C7
√ √ √ √

1.16E+00
C8

√ √ √ √
1.17E+00

C9
√ √ √ √

1.17E+00
C10

√ √ √ √
1.17E+00

C11
√ √ √ √

1.17E+00
C12

√ √ √ √
1.44E+00

C13
√ √ √ √

1.44E+00
C14

√ √ √ √
1.44E+00

C15
√ √ √ √

1.45E+00
C16

√ √ √ √
1.72E+00
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Table  6
Techniques associated with attacks.

Light technique Heavy technique

Oversize payload Decision tree Neural network
Recursive parsing Naïve Bayes Neural network
Buffer overflow attack Decision tree Neural network
XML injection attack SMO  Neural network
Xpath injection attack Neural network
SQL injection attack Neural network

In the event that the retrieved set is empty, the process contin-
ues with the retrieval of the messages only without considering the
subnet mask.

The process of parsing is carried out at the beginning of the
retrieval phase so that the information is available and can mini-
mize the waiting time during the reuse phase. If the parser exceeds
the time limit set for analyzing the request, it assumes that the
request is malicious and rejects it. By keeping this restriction in
mind it is possible to work in real time and also guarantee the
integrity of the parser when facing malicious requests.

4.2. Reuse

At the beginning of the reuse phase, a number of different tech-
niques of soft computing are applied to the set of retrieved cases,
making it possible to determine if the service request is a DoS attack,
and if so, what kind of attack it is.

Each type of attack in our proposal (except for Xpath and SQL
injection attacks) can be analyzed by two different techniques. The
first is known as the light technique and is usually a detection algo-
rithm with a low temporal cost, but of low quality as well. Using
the heavy technique, the result of the analysis is much more exact,
but it requires a much higher amount of execution time. Using
these techniques to analyze an attack allows the real time agent
to apply the one that is best suited to its needs, without violating
the temporal restrictions that should be considered when execut-
ing the deliberative stages. The objective is to exploit tolerance for
imprecision, uncertainty to achieve tractability, robustness and low
solution cost. Obviously, the more time that the real time agent has
available to execute the reuse phase, the more detailed the anal-
ysis of the request can be. However, in many cases the real time
agent has a limited amount of time to complete the analysis and
must select which combination of techniques will allow it to com-
plete a full analysis within a period of time that does not exceed
the time limit. Planning which tasks will be used is based on a gen-
eralization of the estimated process, known as design-to-time [25]
planning, which assumes that multiple methods exist to complete
various tasks and the problem consists of designing a solution that
uses all available resources to maximize the quality of the response
within the available time. In order to determine which set of tech-
niques provides the best solution, it is necessary for the length and
quality associated with each technique to be predictable, as seen
from a global perspective that includes all possible combinations of
techniques. Table 5 shows the different combinations of techniques
that can be selected and the worst case execution time. Xpath and
SQL injection attack mechanisms have only one attack technique
that provides the best solution. This is because the seriousness of
the harm that each of these attack mechanisms can inflict makes it
necessary to perform a more thorough analysis.

Algorithm 2 is used to select the combination of techniques that
produce the most optimal results given the time restraint. This
algorithm uses the adaptProblem function shown in Algorithm 1
to select the optimal combination given the amount of time avail-
able. Furthermore, a prior selection of available combinations is
performed as shown in Table 5. Thus, those combinations which
apply the light technique are eliminated for attack techniques in

Table 7
Inputs associated with different attack mechanisms.

Fields Variable

Recursive parsing {h3, h4, h5, h6, pc}
Oversize payload {h3, h4, h5, h6, pc}
XML  injection attack {h3, h4, h5, h6, pc}
Buffer overflow attack {h3, h4, h5, h6, pc}
SQL injection attack {p8, p9, p10, p11, p12, p13, p14, p15} U {h3, h4, h5, h6, pc}
Xpath injection attack {p19, p20, p21, p22, p23, p24} U {h3,  h4, h5, h6, pc}

which there has recently been an intrusion received. To avoid the
excessive use of heavy techniques, the time of 30 min  is fixed to
take account of recent attacks. In the event that it is unable to
complete any combination within the indicated time period, the
function indicates this fact in its response and analysis is not per-
formed. The classifier agent should in this case reject the service
request since it cannot guarantee its security.

The different techniques that the classifier agent executes
once the optimal combination of techniques has been determined
include a set of common inputs that are represented by pc and are
defined as follows: pc = {p1, p28, p29, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p16, p17, p26,
p27}. The remaining entries vary according to the techniques used,
which is specified for each one. Table 6 shows the information of the
different soft computing techniques used for each of the attacks.

The information used by different techniques varies according
to the type of attack. Table 7 details the different fields associated
with each of the attacks for Heavy techniques. Light techniques
only use the fields that refer to the request headers, specifically the
following fields {h3, h4, h5, h6}.

In addition to the techniques displayed in Table 6, there is a
global neural network that contains each of the inputs listed in
Table 7 and that is trained for the entire set of cases. This network
will be used in those situations where the response time is critical
and it is not possible to check each case individually.

Fig. 1 shows the mixture of experts as it is carried out. It is pos-
sible to see how input data gathered from the cases are distributed
between the different attack classification techniques. Fig. 1 shows
only one part of the mixture. The complete description of tech-
niques associated with each attack is shown in Table 6.

At the end of the reuse stage, the optimal output is selected, cor-
responding to the maximum values provided by each of the experts,
so that if any exceeds a given threshold, the service request is con-
sidered to be an attack, and classified as such. Keeping in mind
that the classification of each attack mechanism is performed by
an expert, it is possible to determine the type of attack that was
initiated and, additionally, to identify the object at which the attack
was targeted (database, parser, etc.).

Once the analysis is complete, if an attack has been detected, the
service request is rejected and is not sent to the respective provider.
Subsequently, the result of the analysis is evaluated by a human
expert through the revise and retain phase, if it is necessary to store
the case associated with the request.

The following section describes the different techniques for
detecting attacks as listed in Table 6. The description is somewhat
general, without specifying the particular inputs associated with
any type of attack.

4.2.1. Decision tree
This is a knowledge extraction and classification technique

widely used in different arenas, from simple statistics to bioinfor-
matics [42]. It involves an advanced technique that has been studied
from a variety of perspectives. Among the different types of decision
trees are: CLS (Concept Learning System) [43], ID3 (Induction Deci-
sion Trees) [44], CART (Classification and Regression Trees) [45],
OC1 (Oblique Classier 1) [46], ASSISTANT [47] o C4.5, J48, C5.0/See5
[48]. The J48 algorithm is a non-parametric test that uses extrac-
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Algorithm 2. adaptProblem function.

Fig. 1. Multiple method inputs and outputs.
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tion rules to explain the classification carried out in the previous
steps and to classify new elements. This method makes it possi-
ble to generate rules and to extract the most important variables
to classify new cases with high performance. Because the results
of the different algorithms are very similar, it is only necessary to
select one that can work with continual variables, such as CART
or J48. We  have selected J48 (C,4,5) because it can be used in data
mining libraries.

The J48 algorithm attempts to minimize the width of the deci-
sion tree using heavy search strategies, which require that any
training takes place offline. In summary, the algorithm defines two
terms: gain and rate of gain with respect to the information I(S)
contained in a node S. Using only the gain criteria, attributes with
multiple values are more highly favored given that they can more
easily divide the elements into numerous subsets. To avoid the
effect of favoring attributes with multiple values, the concept of
gain rate is added.

I(S) = −
n∑

j=1

f S
j · log(f S

j ) (4)

where f S
j

represents the relative frequency of Cj in class S, f S
j

=
nS

j
/NS , nS

j
, number of elements in class Cj in S and NS the total

number of elements. This criterion is adjusted for continuous or
categorical components.

The earning function is defined as follows:

G(S, B) = I(S) −
t∑

i=1

|Si|
S

I(Si) (5)

B represents the test that separates the modes from S in S1 . . . St in
order to maximize the value of the function G(S,B), |Si| the number
of elements in node Si.

To avoid favoring the partitions with branches containing few
elements, the rate of earnings term is introduced in the following
manner:

P(S, B) = −
t∑

i=1

|Si|
S

log
( |Si|

S

)
(6)

Finally test B is selected from the previous tests since it maximizes
the following criteria:

G(S, B)
P(S, B)

(7)

It is possible to see how processing and calculation time is
high and depends on the number of cases, so that for each pair
of service-subnet masks, the decision tree is stored in the corre-
sponding memory of rules. The memory of rules is defined by a set
of inductive rules defined as follows: R = {r1 . . . rl} with ri = (l1∧ · · ·
∧lm) → xj where ls = (dts, os, 
 )/dts ∈{ai}, os ∈ O, where ai is the set
of attributes indicated in Table 7, O = {=, /= , >, <, ≤, ≥}, xj ∈ X. The
memory of rules is fragmented the same way for each of the ser-
vices and for each of the network masks and types of attack, so that
R/C·h1h2

represents the rules associated with the cases belonging
to service i and network mask m. The predicted classification for
the new case cn+1 is carried out from the recovered tree and from
the information on the new case. The final value corresponds to the
correction rate, the total number of classified nodes divided by the
total number of nodes classified by the leaf node associated with
the tree. This value is represented by the following function: mi

d

mi
d

(
R

C·h1h2
, cn+1

)
= ntd

nt
(8)

where i refers to the type of attack, ntd refers to the number of type
d nodes in the selected leaf note t, and nt is the number of nodes
from leaf node t.

4.2.2. Neural Network
The reasoning memory used by the agent is defined by the fol-

lowing expression: P = {p1 . . . pn} and is implemented by means
of a MLP  (Multilayer Perceptron) neural network. Each Pi is a rea-
soning memory related to a group of cases according to the service
and subnet mask of the client, as denoted by Pr/C·h1h2

. MLP  is the
most widely applied and researched artificial neural network (ANN)
model. MLP  networks implement mappings from input space to
output space and are normally applied to supervised learning tasks
[49]. Sigmoidal function was selected as the MLP  activation func-
tion, with a range of values in the interval [0,1]. It is used to detect
if a SOAP message is classified as an attack or not. The value 0 rep-
resents a legal message (non attack) and 1 a malicious message
(attack). The sigmoidal activation function is given by

f (x) = 1
1 + e−a

(9)

Entries for the neural network corresponding to the case ele-
ments are defined in Table 7. The output corresponds to xr. Because
the neurons exiting from the hidden layer of the neural network
contain sigmoidal neurons with values between [0,1], the incoming
variables are redefined so that their range falls between [0.2–0.8].
This transformation is necessary because the network does not deal
with values that fall outside of this range. The outgoing values are
similarly limited to the range of [0.2,0.8] with the value 0.2 cor-
responding to a non-attack and the value 0.8 corresponding to an
attack. Training for the network is carried out by the error Back-
propagation Algorithm [50]. The weights and biases for the neurons
at the output layer are updated by the following equations:

wp
kj

(t + 1) = wp
kj

(t) + �(dp
k

− yp
k
)(1− yp

k
)yp

k
yp

j
+ �(wp

kj
(t) − wp

kj
(t − 1))

(10)

�p
k
(t + 1) = �p

k
(t) + �(dp

k
− yp

k
)(1 − yp

k
)yp

k
+ �(�p

k
(t) − �p

k
(t − 1))

(11)

The neurons at the intermediate layer are updated by following
a procedure similar to the previous case and using the following
equations:

wp
ji
(t + 1) = wp

ji
(t) + �(1 − yp

j
)yp

j

×
(

M∑
k=1

(dp
k

− yp
k
)(1 − yp

k
)yp

k
wkj)x

p
i
+�(wp

ji
(t) − wp

ji
(t − 1)

)
(12)

�p
j
(t + 1) = �p

j
(t) + �(1 − yp

j
)yp

j

×
(

M∑
k=1

(dp
k

− yp
k
)(1 − yp

k
)yp

k
wkj) + �(�p

j
(t) − �p

j
(t − 1)

)
(13)

where wp
ji

represents the weight that joins neuron j from the inter-
mediate layer with neuron k from the exit layer, t the moment
of time and p the pattern in question. dp

k
represents the desired

value, yp
k

the value obtained for neuron k from the output layer, yp
j

the value obtained for neuron j from the intermediate layer, � the
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Fig. 2. Percentage of attacks correctly classified.

learning rate and � the momentum. �p
k

represents the bia value k
from the output layer. The variables for the intermediate layer are
defined analogously, keeping in mind that i represents the neuron
from the input level, j is the neuron from the intermediate level and
M is the number of neurons from the output layer.

When a previously trained network is already available, the
message classification process is carried out in the revise phase. If
a previously trained network is not available, the training is carried
out following the entire procedure and beginning with the cases
related to the service and subnet mask, as shown in Eq. (11).

pr

C·h1h2

= MLP(C·h1h2
) (14)

As with the previous technique, the final classification is car-
ried out according to the information from the memory, i.e., the
networks and the new case. It involves applying a neural network
associated with the case and estimating the output. This is repre-
sented in the following manner:

mi
n

(
pr

C·h1h2
, cn+1

)
(15)

where i refers to the type of attack. As with the previous case, the
neural network previously trained offline is used for the service,
type of attack and network mask.

4.2.3. Naive Bayes
In this technique, attacks are divided between the type desired

in the study and in the rest of the cases, whether they are attacks
or not. The Naive Bayes [51] is then applied. In order to perform an

Table 8
Description of web services used for the tests.

Input parameter Type

RequestTreamentPatient: consult a treatment for a patient via Internet
IdPatient Int
Start Time Treatment Date
Start Date Treatment Date
End Time Treatment Date
End Date Treatment Date

RequestScheduleDoctor:  consult the agenda of a doctor via Internet
IdDoctor Int
Date Schedule Date
Time Schedule Date

RequestAppointment: request an appointment with a doctor via Internet
IdDoctor Int
PatientName String
Date Appointment Date
Time Appointment Date
Description String

analysis, it is important to consider the type of data, since it is nec-
essary to work with continuous variables or with many categories.
As a result it is not possible to apply the Bayes classifier in its origi-
nal definition since, by so doing, the final probability for each of the
classes would be zero, because of the existence of variables with a
variety of values.

Pa = P(X = a)
n∏

i=1

{
P(Ai = ai|X = a) ai discrete
P(Ai < ai|X = a) ai continue

(16)

Pg = P(C = g)
n∏

i=1

{
P(Ai = ai|c = g) ai discrete
P(Ai > ai|c = g) ai continue

(17)

where X = {a,g} a = a determined type of attack, g = good,
u = undefined and ai corresponds to each of the fields indicated in
Table 7 for the studied attack.

The final value obtained by the process is calculated as follows:

mi
b(C·im, cn+1) = Pa

Pe
(18)

4.2.4. SMO
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning

technique applied to the classification and regression of elements.
SVM can be applied in a variety of fields such as chemistry, ambient
intelligence, modelling and simulation, and data or text mining. The
algorithm represents an extension of the linear models [52]. SVM
also allows the separation of element classes which are not linearly
separable. For this the space of initial coordinates is mapped in a
high dimensionality space through the use of functions. Due to the
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Fig. 3. Boxplots with the number of elements correctly classified.
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Table  9
Number of successful classifications obtained for the test and the 5 × 2-Cross-Validation. The last column shows the average number of successful classifications.

S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 Average

BayesNet 56 56 55 56 57 53 56 57 56 55 56 57 56 56 56 56 55 55 55 53 55.32
NaiveBayes 59 59 59 58 59 58 58 59 59 59 59 58 59 59 59 58 58 59 59 58 58.77
AdaBoostM1 58 58 59 57 60 58 58 57 58 58 60 60 58 59 60 58 59 58 60 60 58.66
DecisionStump 52 54 54 52 54 51 55 54 54 52 52 54 52 53 53 52 52 53 53 52 52.97
J48 61 60 62 60 61 60 60 60 61 60 61 60 61 60 61 60 61 60 61 61 60.44
LogitBoost 61 60 60 58 60 60 60 60 59 59 60 60 60 59 60 60 60 60 60 60 59.77
MultiBoostAB 59 59 60 59 54 51 57 55 55 55 59 59 55 54 59 59 59 59 57 57 56.85
OneR 53 57 57 53 55 51 55 55 55 53 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 54.72
SVM  60 61 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 61 60 60 60 60 60 60.22
Stacking  37 40 40 37 38 39 39 38 39 38 38 39 40 37 37 40 38 39 39 38 38.53

Table 10
Number of successful classifications obtained for the test and 5 × 2-Cross-Validation. The last column shows the average number of successful classifications.

BayesNet NaiveBayes AdaBoostM1 DecisionStump J48 LogitBoost MultiBoostAB OneR SVM Stacking

BayesNet 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0171 0.0102 0.0000 0.0000
NaiveBayes 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0111 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
AdaBoostM1 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0105 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
DecisionStump 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
J48 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0086 0.0000
LogitBoost 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0553 0.0000
MultiBoostAB 0.0171 0.0111 0.0105 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
OneR 0.0102 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
SVM  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0086 0.0553 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Stacking 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

fact that the dimensionality of the new space can be very high, it is
not feasible to calculate hyperplanes that allow the production of
linear separability. For this, a series of non-linear functions called
kernels is used.

If we consider a set of patterns marked by T = {(x1,y1),(x2,y2),
. . .,(xm,ym)} where xi is a vector with dimension n, the idea is to
convert the elements xi in a highly dimensional space using the
application of a feature function ˚(x), so that the original set of
patterns changes to the following ˚(t) = {(˚(x1),y1), (˚(x2),y2), . . .,
(˚(xm),ym)}, according to the ˚(x) function selected, ˚(T) could be
linearly separated.

The following equation is used to perform the classification (19)
[53].

class(xk) = signe

(
m∑

i=1

�iyi˚(xi)˚(xk)  + b

)
(19)

where �i is a Lagrange multiplier, yi output value for the patter xi,
b constant.

As we can see, there is a product ˚(xi)˚(xk) that, according to the
dimensionality of the new space, can be very costly to calculate. For
this reason, it is necessary to select a series of kernel functions that
can operate in the original space to perform these calculations with-
out requiring a heavy computational load. Under certain conditions
the product in the feature space has a result that is an equivalent
kernel in the input space, which is (20)

k(xi, xj) = ˚(xi) · ˚(xj) (20)

For all cases k complying with condition (20), the function is said
to be nuclear. The work [53] presents various nuclear functions such
as linear, polynomial, Gaussian and exponential, by which there are

Table 11
Number of correct, suspicious or incorrect responses and the average execution time
for  different combinations.

Correct Suspicious Incorrect Time (ms)

Single algorithm 1457 34 9 0.563
C1 1463 14 23 0.611
C16 1484 12 4 1.722

clearly a variety of nuclear functions that can perform this calcu-
lation simply. For example, in the case of the polynomial function,
the following exists:

k(xi, xj) = ˚(xi) · ˚(xj) = (1 + xixj)
d (21)

Clearly, in order to perform the calculation it is not necessary to
consider the new highly dimensional space, so the operations that
must be performed to classify individuals ˚(xi)˚(xk) are limited to
what is indicated on the right of the equation.

To calculate the classifier class (xk) there are algorithms such
as the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [54] that make is
possible to efficiently perform an iterative calculation of the clas-
sifier function. Performing an iterative calculation facilitates the
temporal bounding of the algorithm since it can temporally bind
the solution.

mi
s(C·im, cn+1) = class(Cn+1) (22)

Nevertheless, although there is an efficient method of calcula-
tion, the classifier is stored in the same manner and is retrieved
to perform the classification in the same way  as with the previ-
ous techniques. The inputs vary according to the attack mechanism
being investigated as outlined in Table 7.

Fig. 4. Average time and Worst Case Estimated Time (WCET).
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Fig. 5. Queries made for each combination according to time.

5. Validation test: detection of attacks using of our
classifier agent

In order to evaluate our prototype, we used a description of
three services available from an application currently under devel-
opment for testing purposes. Table 8 lists a description of these
services.

Some technical aspects of the equipment used to conduct
the tests will now be provided. These aspects are an influen-
tial factor on the results obtained, since the performance of the
system is a critical factor when assessing this type of approach.
The prototype, and more specifically the classification mecha-
nism, was tested using a standard PC with a 100 Mbps Ethernet
network connection. The PC used by the classifiers was an HP
Pavilion Intel Core 2 Duo E7200 with 4 GB RAM. In order to ini-
tiate requests, we developed a type of requesting agent whose
only function was to initiate a series of requests for web ser-
vices, as described in Table 8. There were a total of three
instances of the requesting agent, each of which was located in
a different network and sent requests using a different subnet
mask.

Both the requesting agent and the real time classifier agent
are executed on the jART platform [55], which is a multi-agent
platform system specially designed to work in real time envi-
ronments. The use of this platform is necessary to guarantee the
execution of tasks with temporal restrictions that must be car-
ried out by the real time classifier agent. At the same time, both
the agent and the platform work in a new real time operating
system.

6. Results and conclusion

The availability of web services has been threatened by a variety
of attack mechanisms that can lead to a denial of service attack that,
in the worst case scenario, can cause authorized users to lose access
to the services and available resources.

This article has presented a novel proposal for detecting and
blocking attack mechanisms in web  service requests. The proposal
includes different soft computing classification techniques that are
integrated in a real-time case-based reasoning system, in such a
way that the system guarantees robustness and low solution cost.
The article proposes a new vision in which each attack mechanism
is individually analyzed. This makes it possible to divide the general
problem into smaller sub-problems, which facilitates the applica-
tion of classification techniques according to the characteristics
associated with each attack mechanism. It also makes it possible
to obtain better classification results with regard to both the effec-
tiveness of the classification process and the response time, since
all classification mechanism tasks are temporally bounded.

In order to validate the initial prototype, we  proposed a bench-
mark case study that used description 3 from the web  services,
designed especially for testing. The service requests were initiated
from an agent specifically developed for that task and they were
classified by a classifier agent. The following section describes in
greater detail the tests that were carried out.

The description for each of these services was  used to build a
set of tests to validate the effectiveness of our Classifier agent. The
first set of tests was developed to determine whether the use of a
mixture of experts was  able to improve the detection and subse-
quent classification of attack mechanisms. The second set of tests
focused on demonstrating the convenience of using our proposal

Table 12
Comparison of current approaches vs. TB-CBR.

Nedgty
[11]

XML
Firewall
[13]

CheckWay
gateway
[58]

IAPF [34] ID/IP
framework
[15]

Twofold
mechanism
[16]

DDoS and XDoS
defense system
[17]

SOTA and
XDetector
[18]

TB-CBR

Learning
ability

No No No No Yes No No Yes Yes

Adaptive
ability

No  No No No Yes No No No Yes

Positive
and
negative
False

–  No – – – – – Yes Yes

Time
response

–  – Nearly real
time

– – Nearly real
time

Nearly real time – Real time
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in environments where it is necessary to consider certain temporal
restrictions associated to the process of analysis and classification.

Prior to initiating the tests, the attack classification mechanisms
were analyzed for each use of a light or heavy technique. The analy-
sis demonstrated that the use of heavy techniques provided a better
classification, but with a greater temporal cost. Although this result
was expected and logical, the tests were performed in order to
empirically prove the execution times in the worst case for each
of the different techniques. The time was used to determine which
set of techniques should be applied so as to not exceed the deadline,
which was not exceeded in any of the executions.

The first test compares a series of results obtained for differ-
ent attacks and techniques. In order to perform these tests, 1500
requests were generated, of which 750 were legal and 750 illegal,
distributed in groups of 125, 125, 125, 125, 100 and 150 for each
type of attack: oversize payload, recursive parsing, buffer overflow
attack, XML  injection attack, Xpath injection attack and SQL injec-
tion attack, respectively. The techniques indicated in Table 6 were
applied to each attack using the Leave-one-out Cross-Validation
soft computing technique [59,60].  Fig. 2 lists the percentage of
attacks correctly classified for light and heavy techniques. It is clear
that light techniques have a lower rate of correctness than heavy
techniques when dealing with the different attacks for which they
are available.

To compare the different soft computing techniques used in the
light classifier, it was necessary to train the system and carry out
a cross validation following the Dietterich’s 5 × 2-Cross-Validation
Paired t-Test algorithm [61,62] and instead of the Leave-one-out
technique. A detailed analysis was carried out for the different soft
computing methods in a similar way to the oversize payload, recur-
sive parsing attack shown in Table 9. 125 requests were selected
and the 5 × 2-Cross-Validation was carried out. Table 9 shows the
number of successful classifications for the test performed for the
different soft computing techniques taken into account in this
experiment. These techniques are those based on decision trees,
as J48, decision Stump, OneR decision rules, statistic techniques to
provide probabilistic values that can be considered as fuzzy values,
as Naive Bayes and Bayesian network, and the mixture of multiple
classifiers based on boosting or Stacking.

From the results shown in Table 9 it is possible to analyze the
relevance of the differences using the statistic techniques presented
in Dietterich’s 5 × 2-Cross-Validation Paired t-Test algorithm [62].
Once the Paired t-Test was applied, it was possible to obtain the
results shown in Table 10.  The results presented in Table 10 indicate
that the j48 method provides better results than the rest of the soft
computing methods for a significance level of 0.05, since the p value
obtained is lower than for the rest of the methods.

Additionally, if the statistical dispersion of the data is analyzed
by means of a box plot in Fig. 3, then it is possible to observe how
the average rate for succesful classifications using the J48 method
is better than those obtained for the rest of the soft computing
methods. This fact, together with fact that the average rate for the
J48 method is higher than the rest of the methods, allows us to
conclude that the J48 soft computing method provides the best
results.

Once the rate of correctness was analyzed, we proceeded to
analyze the results with regard to execution time. A total of 1500
available queries were used to analyze the execution time. We
replicated and analyzed 30,000 executions to calculate the aver-
age execution time. The final result is shown in Fig. 4, which shows
that execution time for the neural network to perform its estimates
is much greater than the other techniques.

Table 11 shows the results obtained. As can be seen, the single
algorithm based on a single neural network carries out the esti-
mation of attack using all input parameters. The neural network
generates the worst estimated result but it is the fastest.

In order to analyze the final efficiency of the system, we forced
it to function under various conditions so that we could determine
the variation in the correctness rate and the average execution time
for the 1500 requests. To accomplish this, a variable deadline takes
a value from one that is equal to the time that the classifier agent
needs to perform an analysis using the C1 combination (the fastest),
and another slightly greater value that the agent needs to complete
the analysis indicated by the combination C16. Table 11 shows the
results obtained. Clearly, the unique algorithm created by a unique
neural network that can produce an attack estimate under all the
worst case input parameters is the estimate for the worst case, but
also the fastest estimate. The fact that it is the fastest is that combi-
nation C1 also includes two networks, albeit more simple, that can
estimate two  of the attacks. With regards to the correctness rate,
the most efficient combination is C16, which is the heaviest.

For the second test a set of 100 queries were selected and
then classified according to different pre-determined deadlines.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. For the deadlines with a low value,
the fastest combinations were primarily used, while deadlines with
a high value used the heaviest combinations. Fig. 5 includes a NET
(Not Enough Time) column. This column represents the number
of queries that were unable to be analyzed within the given time
constraints. The number of NET requests decreases as the dead-
line increases since it is possible to apply light techniques for those
cases where it is not possible to apply the heavy techniques, which
have a greater computational cost.

In addition to the techniques presented in this article, there are
others that can perform similar classifications such as CART [56,57],
which can also be used in the case study. Nevertheless, the primary
objective of this study is to integrate the most well-known classi-
fication techniques in a real time environment, not to carry out an
exhaustive analysis of existing techniques. The analysis could have
been completed in a less temporally restrictive manner, but there
would be no guarantee of complying with all the temporal restric-
tions. However, similar classification results would be obtained.

Finally, Table 12 presents a theoretical comparison of TB-CBR
with current approaches aimed at detecting DoS attacks in web ser-
vices environments. Those parameters that could not be evaluated
are marked with a hyphen.

As can be seen in the comparative table, TB-CBR provides new
important capacities such as a learning capacity and also adapt-
ability which provide our new approach with incremental learning
and a flexibility to adapt to attack techniques. Additionally, TB-CBR
is one of the only approaches that aims to work in circumstances
where response time is critical. If it is true that the use of a CBR
that has been temporally bounded, we  limit the time for obtaining
the optimum analysis, although because of the need to complete
the analysis before a given time for this to be valid, we are obliged
to limit the deliberation process of the CBR system. Even so, using
the TB-CBR system, an algorithm with anytime characteristics, we
are guaranteed that the obtained result is the optimum attending
to the time available to carry out the analysis.

The results are promising and allow us to conclude that our
approach can be considered as a solid alternative to prevent and
detect DoS attacks in web service environments. However, there
is still much work to be done, especially with regard to checking
the validity of our approach in heterogeneous real environments.
These are our next challenges.
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